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This document explains how to perform multivariate ARCH tests using an Eviews add-in. The tests are designed
to detect the existence of ARCH e�ects and their structure, they can be applied before and after the estimation of
a MGARCH(p, q) model with any functional form. The add-in is based on [1].

1 MARCH tests

Both tests are designed to detect the existence of ARCH e�ects in the residuals of a VAR or VEC model with
K endogenous variables before the MGARCH(p, q) is �tted to the data, also the tests are designed to check for
remaining ARCH e�ects in the residuals after the estimation of theMGARCH(p, q) model. The tests for remaining
ARCH e�ects are of particular importance, given that the structure of the MGARCH(p, q) models are subject to
the curse of dimensionality so that large order models involve large number of parameters making the estimation
computationally di�cult. Therefore to �rst �t a multivariate GARCH model a low order of it is suggested to
overcome these problems, nevertheless the conditionally heteroskedastic dynamics may not be well captured by this
functional form and a higher order model is needed, both tests can light on the true of conditionally heteroskedastic
dynamics.

1.1 MARCH-LM test

The MARCH −LM test is based on the following system of auxiliary equations estimated from the residuals of a
VAR or VEC model with K endogenous variables, or from the standardized residuals1 after the estimation of the
MGARCH(p, q) model with any functional form2.

vech(utu
′

t) = β0 + β1vech(utu
′

t) + · · · + βqvech(ut−qu
′

t−q) + et

The system is estimated by OLS. Where vech denotes the half vectorization operator, β0 is a vector of size

1× K(K+1)
2 , and the matrices βi are of size

K(K+1)
2 × K(K+1)

2 fori = 1, ..., q . If the all matrices βi are equal to zero
then there is not ARCH in the residuals. Hence with the auxiliary system of equations the following hypothesis
are tested.

H0 : β1 = · · · = βq = 0

The estimation of variance covariance matrix of the et vector is denoted by Σvech,q and for q = 0 the matrix is
denoted by Σ0 . The ARCH − LM statistical is constructed as following.

LMMARCH(q) = 1
2TK(K + 1) − Ttr(Σvech,qΣ−10 ) ∼ χ2( qK2(K+1)2

4 )

The χ2 degrees of freedom of the distribution of the statistic are the same as the number of parameters of the
auxiliary equation excluding the constant vector. Therefore the test is not suitable for large q unless the sample
size is very large too.

1The add-in contains three options to standardize the residuals by the conditional variances and covariances: square root of covariance,

square root of correlation and the Cholesky decomposition. These are way to calculate the matrix Σ
−1/2
t to estimate the standardized

residuals as εt = Σ
−1/2
t ut.

2Eviews contains three functional forms of the MGARCH models: diagonal VECH, Constant Conditional Correlation (CCC) and
diagonal BEKK.
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1.2 MARCH Portmanteau test

The second test included in the add-in is the portmanteau test, its main objective is to prove if the process
xt = vech(utu

′

t) has no serial correlation or in the same way no ARCH e�ects. The test is based on the following
two statistics, the second one it is their modi�ed version which is in spirit the multivariate version of the Ljung-Box
Q statistic.

QARCH
h = T

∑h
i=1 tr(C

′

iC
−1
0 CiC

−1
0 )

QARCH∗
h = T 2

∑h
i=1(T − i)−1tr(C

′

iC
−1
0 CiC

−1
0 )

Where Ci are the covariance matrices estimated as Ci = T−1
∑T

t=i+1(xt − x)(xt−i − x)′ fori = 0, 1, ..., h, it

is important to subtract the mean given that the vech(utu
′

t) does not have zero mean. The statistical follow

an asymptotic χ2(K2(K+1)2

4 (h − P )) distribution. Where P is the lag order of the VAR(P) model �tted to the
conditional mean.

2 The add-in

The add-in could be used via point and clicking from the global menu or via command line, the command are
showed in following table.

mgarch_tests(options)
Option Command

Name of the VAR o SYSTEM estimates Object= Name of the object in the current work�le
Maximum lags to perform the tests (q and h) Maxlags= Integer (default 1)

Standardize residuals using square root of covariance cov
Standardize residuals using square root of correlation cor

Standardize residuals using Cholesky chol
Save VECH residuals vech_residuals

Table 1: Command line

In the case that the user specify a V AR object with estimates of a V AR,BV AR or V EC model both tests will
be performed on the vector of residuals of this estimates. On the other hand if the user specify a SY S object this
must contain MGARCH estimates of any kind and the test will be performed on the standardized residuals to
check for remaining ARCH e�ects. If the user want to save the V ECH residuals the a table and a graph of those
will be showed.

3 Example using the add-in

For this example a V AR(2) − V ECH(1, 1) was simulated for T = 25.000 with EViews as:[
x1t
x2t

]
=

[
3
3

]
+

[
0.2 0.2
0.2 0.2

] [
x1t−1
x2t−1

]
+

[
0.2 0.2
0.2 0.2

] [
x1t−2
x2t−2

]
+

[
u1t
u2t

]
ut = Σ

1/2
t εt

Σ
1/2
t = PΛ1/2P ′

V ech(Σt) =

 0.5
0.3
0.5

+

 0.2 0 0
0 0.2 0
0 0 0.2

 u21t−1
u1t−1u2t−1
u22t−1

+

 0.2 0 0
0 0.2 0
0 0 0.2

 σ2
1t−1

σ1t−1σ2t−1
σ2
2t−1
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Figure 1: MARCH tests on the VAR(2) residuals

Figure 2: MARCH tests of the VAR(2)-VECH(1,1) standardized residuals

Where εt ∼ N(0, I2), P is a KxK matrix with the eigenvectors of Σt and Λ
1/2 is a KxK diagonal matrix with

the square root of the eigenvalues of Σt in its elements. As can be seen the simulated time series x1t and x2t follow
a stable V AR(2) with diagonal V ECH(1, 1) residuals. In �gure 1 the results of the MARCH tests applied to the
estimated residuals of the V AR(2) are showed. As can be seen the null of no MARCH e�ects is rejected, therefore
an MGARCH model is suggested. The simulated data is available in the examples work�le and the results can be
obtain with the command mgarch_tests(object=var2,maxlags=12).

In �gure 2 the tests results for the standardized residuals of the estimated V ECH(1, 1) are showed. As
can be seen the null of no MARCH remaining e�ects is nor rejected for any lag and the estimated model
captures the conditional heterosedasticity of the time series. These results can be obtained with the command
mgarch_tests(object=mgarch,maxlags=12) where mgarch contains the estimates of the full model.
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